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Frequently in the Joy of Satan website, it is emphasized to see the obvious and to
think for one's self. This includes having common sense.
Frequently as one advances and meditates, one will look at stupidity around
them, and question themselves how some things are even possible of happening?
While some of this can be the result of natural difference and/or error, much of
this is actually manufactured by the enemy.
It is very rare in nature to have beings that want to kill and extinct themselves
and/or their species collectively, but in modern society, many people are
specifically tailored to be this way.
You cannot tell a cat or even force it to attempt breeding with a being that will
make it disappear as a species, nor a bird, nor a dog. Meanwhile, if humans are
sufficiently brainwashed, they can do some terribly self destructive things. Or
even self extinct themselves.
The enemy knows very well of all of this, and this is why the Bible and Islam are a
program meant to act as a self fulfilling prophecy. These programs end up with
the destruction of mankind, jews ruling the earth and killing off the Gentiles, and
the earth becoming toast, billions dying, and many other atrocities are coded in
these books. These are of course, based on hebrew and the jewish perception
about what "is deserved" to happen to this Earth.
If Christians and Muslims had common sense, they would see this. But these
people put hardly have any common sense.
Common sense is basically under siege, because it is a manifestation of a mind
making simple observations without the desire to bend things to a particular way.
One example where common sense applied for centuries, was basically, race. We
understood for example, that breeding two healthy horses, is likely to breed a
healthy horse. Another situation is where people understood that for example,

ownership or wealth, do constitute a better thing than let's say poverty.
You put two partners that know about wealth together, chances are, their
children will too. Normally, we used to gravitate to what is most beautiful, most
powerful and so forth, and even if one didn't care about this, one would
understand what is better and what is worse.
Since however the above consciousness is threatening to aliens like the enemy,
who for all intents and purposes want to entirely castrate and limit humanity, we
have since been having many mental constructs created to dissuade people from
healthy common sense.
This should be clear in why they are doing this, and reason why they have an
accurate technique to make this happen, is because they understand the
constitution of the human soul, and it's polarity. They make therefore certain that
the negative polarity of all energies does manifest in humans and society.
On the other hand, a war is being waged to this simplicity of thought and
understanding, and people who apply common sense in some regards are
frequently called "retarded", and "stupid".
In particular, one can observe this on how the Jewish Media frequently labels
Trump Supporters, which they try to promote the idea that everyone is "trailer
trash", "lower class", and other terms the jews have coined to basically assault
the overwhelmingly White base that happens to now have gathered behind
"Trump".
This is not about "Trump" or to promote him, but to show you how the enemy
views the common man and how much he hates them. Except of jewish snobbish
of a reptilian character, they view the common man as a pest. In regards to how
they view all of us, "Goyim = Animals".
Jews specify in their texts all the time that their greatest and most
insurmountable problem were smart Gentiles and people of sound instincts, and
of course, the spiritual ones above all.

These three powers basically revolve around the three main functions of the
mind, the good and potent base chakra function [physical body], the good and
sound function of the mental body, and the good and proper function of the soul
of a person. Each of these levels is a goal to itself for people to make better.
In that regard, the enemy is an enemy of health, betterment and advancement
for mankind. This is normal for a parasite, because it wants to weaken it's host.
According to the jews, the highest moral value people should have, is to just allow
them to parasitize them, and self ruin their own senses everytime they
understand something is going on that is leading us to a negative path, because of
jews.
And also, how deathly afraid the enemy is of this "Common sense" that they are
trying to replace and remove with endless mental concoctions.
To name an example here, see how many people are really talked into literally
reaching zero birthrates and they are being told this will "Help the Earth". This is
said in Europe and in the United States, which just happen to be the countries
first and foremost in technologies such as recycling, management of waste and so
forth.
Meanwhile, 3rd world countries which have uncontrollable birthrates, and have
not quite advanced, are told only of one thing: "PROCREATE" in full capitals. Then,
somehow, the jews blame shift [and make the matter a problem in Europe] that
the "Human Species" is responsible for ruining the earth.
These complaints are centered on Europe and the US which are the primary
players and those primarily interested in waste management if at all. As for the
rest, who cares anyway? It's not like they are going to listen or whatever.
The other thing everyone forgot to say is that the inhabitants of earth that are in
Europe and in the US are like 1 out of 10 worldwide, so no matter what these
"guilty oy vey" countries do, there is no way we can reasonably save the planet
with just...1 out of 10 people giving a damn about the planet.

Satan was always associated, same with Satanism, with the natural. Jews go into
back breaking routines to instruct humans to hate earth, hate themselves, and
hate everything natural, live while banishing all inclinations, from food, to
advancement, to health, to everything beneficial.
The Pagan Gods were always associated and symbolized with powerful divine
symbols of life, greenery, animals, the highest level of human and all life in all the
universe.
Analyzing an example with common sense, such as for example, incessant and
boundless migration, leads us to this understanding: drastically different people,
with, many times, opposed natural and other instincts and interests, are going to
increasingly exist on a land where there will be limited resources, which they will
have to fight over for their survival, in what we call life. It does not take academic
genius to understand that the outcomes will be one of the three:
1. An increasingly divided country [if there are resources] and willing segregation
2. Mild to severe cultural war.
3. Division of interests that is severe upon people, and so forth.
And the enemy knows this is exactly where it leads in the end. The United States
has been hovering on the level 1 of the scale, simply because it's the richest
country on Earth, and because the Founding Fathers were exceptionally smart
and did put a powerful Constitution, to protect the country from the erosion they
saw would probably come in the future.
After all, they escaped the church and the jew, and they understood exactly how
this would go. But even with the failsafe in place, a Nation or a people can only
take that much.
Even now, the US election situation, is again reflecting this whole race warfare
thing. Just watch the debate of the two Presidential Candidates. One Jew
moderating the debate was enough to establish so much control, that whatever
the two candidates said didn't even matter.
Looking at this matter with common sense, one sees the two "To be" potential

leaders of the US, but one would also notice a third leader: a representative of
the jewish race literally on the panel, sitting there, judging and controlling
whatever they will say or will be liable to answer.
And this is the third leader of the United States which runs the show, running the
show like they have been "modulating" this debate.
The Jewess Angela Merkel was called recently to answer on a global conference in
regards to the "Rights Of Women". The evasive jew as always, answered "We
have a long way to go about the rights of Women".
At the same time, this jewish granny, has made sure that in Europe, there is a
never ending injection of people who have beliefs, and a mental and spiritual
constitution, of hating civilization, hating women, and they are brought in without
women and/or families, in a predatory way. Their "Belief System" puts women in
equality to pigs, and any and all so called "attainments of women's rights" are
only shit paper for the so called "Islam".
Meanwhile, Jews are still pretending that Angela Merkel is somehow defending
the so called "Women's Rights", or that she constitutes a symbol for empowered
women. Yes, she is an empowered Jewish Woman, who has opened the borders
of Europe to infinite millions of apes, in full knowledge that Islam may retract
women's rights back to the stone age if the situation proceeds as it has been
planned: they dominate Europeans with birthrates.
The enemy also has a language that they blame and attack the common people.
They hate common people because common people actually get it.
If one is a villager somewhere in the 16th century and they suddenly saw boats
and boats of other races coming in their country, and speaking with the king to be
given financial grants, and taking over neighborhoods and everything else, it
would dawn to them that one is being replaced.
Criminalizing the sane instincts, is a specialty of the enemy. One of these instincts
is for example, noble loyalty or racial care. On the other hand, the enemy
sharpens all the misappropriated instincts, such as the instinct of going ape mode

and destroying civilization. It is true to say, that the enemy brings out the worst in
humanity.
Nowadays, to conduct exactly the same thing, given there is the appropriate
brainwashing at hand, makes these that would make people instantly revolt,
actually possible to pull through with political and media mind washing.
Without these, none of these lies would stand, as they have no functional or
natural basis, and instinctively, people would perceive the threats that are being
created by the enemy against them. Now that they are starting to perceive them,
they are scared.
Learning to view things with common sense is not difficult. Just observe how
much the enemy is scared with the Coronavirus event.
Basically, everyone who has a little common sense to ask a question instead of
getting corn fed by the media, is called a "Conspiracy Theorist", for asking the
most simple questions about the motivations of this extreme reactions in regards
to an illness that has no supportive death data to even come close to justify all
that has occurred globally "because" of it.
Since the enemy cannot answer to these concerns and because they are
dependent on lying, they went the other way, which was to wage war on the
masses financially, emotionally, spiritually and in every other means, to keep
people enslaved and compliant. Nothing scares these tyrants more than people
figuring the jewish agenda out.
These creations of the enemy, are highly dependent on hostile energetic
thoughtforms that they create with the jewish alphabet. Yes exactly these
energetic forms that the F-RTR is basically wiping out.
Without this, and without prayer energy, their jewish matrix [Jewtrix] of ideas will
be unsupported, energetically unsustainable, and incapable to move forward, and
will not be able to withstand the instincts of self preservation and the Pagan souls
of Gentiles. And all in all, they will collapse.
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